Crack distribution and Extension is the important mechanical features of flexural members strengthened by carbon fiber sheet bonded with inorganic adhesive after fire, which is helpful to understand all-round mechanical performance of the style of structural members. Four strengthened beams and four strengthened slabs are tested, and their crack development with loading increase is recorded in detail. The test and analysis results show that, For beams strengthened by carbon fiber sheet bonded with an inorganic adhesive which experienced fire, bending cracks are obviously more than bending and shear cracks, which is because that temperature of lower area of beam section is higher than that of upper area. CFS has a role of restricting crack production and development. The more CFS is, the bigger crack width is and the smaller crack distance is.
Introduction
Currently, organic epoxy adhesive is usually used in concrete structures strengthened with Carbon Fiber Sheets, but its softening temperature is too low, most of which typically vary from 60C to 80C [1] [2] [3] . This shortcoming makes it difficult to meet the requirement of fire endurance. Therefore, an inorganic adhesive, whose strength at 600C is not lower than that at normal room temperature, is developed to bond Carbon Fiber Sheet in order to strengthen reinforced concrete members [4, 5] . During research of mechanical experiment of members strengthened by carbon fiber sheet bonded with an inorganic adhesive which experienced fire, crack development with loading increase is recorded in detail, which is helpful to understand all-round mechanical performance of the style of structural members. 
Design of specimens

Typical crack distribution of specimens
As loading increases, the specimens crack firstly, then failure. CFS is broken, peel and tear when specimens failure. The typical crack distribution of beam and slab is shown as fig.3 . From the fig3, we can found that the crack is vertical to the cross section, which is caused by moment. 
Crack development and ditribution of beams
Crack development and distribution of each beam is shown as fig.4 . Code of each crack on one side surface of beam represents crack appearing sequence, the width of each crack is shown under the corresponding crack. Specimen beam4 is covered by coating, so its crack development is not recorded. We can see from fig.4 that the crack is vertical to the cross section, which is caused by moment, except that specimen beam2 has two bending and shear cracks, which is oblique to the cross section. Crack appearance is mainly relative to shear span ratio of beam and temperature concrete experienced. The fact that bending cracks are obviously more than bending and shear cracks is because that temperature of lower area of beam section is higher than that of upper area, which is helpful for bending crack appearance from lower zone of beam surface. 
Crack development and ditribution of slabs
Crack distribution of each slab is shown as fig.5 . Width of each crack is shown under the corresponding crack. Crack width and distance of specimen B3 and B4 is smaller than that of other slabs, which is because that CFS of B3 and B4 is wider than others, which has a role of restricting main crack development and is beneficial to produce more new crack. 
Conclusions
1)For beams strengthened by carbon fiber sheet bonded with an inorganic adhesive which experienced fire , bending cracks are obviously more than bending and shear cracks, which is because that temperature of lower area of beam section is higher than that of upper area.
2) The more CFS is, the bigger crack width is and the smaller crack distance is. CFS has a role of restricting crack production and development.
